
   AIR ECHO ALPHA 51, LLC.                                                      VOR INTRO 

 

Plan a flight from KEIK to the practice area north of Union Res. Use the 

Jeffco (BJC) VOR to establish your course northbound along V81 on the 

001o radial from the station.  Tune the second VOR indicator to the Gill 

(GLL) VOR to identify the GLL 221o radial from the station. The 

practice area is located where these two radials intersect. After practicing 

maneuvers plan to land at KLMO before returning to KEIK.  

Per FAR 91.103 Preflight action; obtain a weather briefing for the 

projected flight, determine the fuel requirements, runway lengths and 

take-off & landing distances for the airports of intended use, NOTAMs, 

as well as Weight & Balance calculations considering the projected load. 

VOR Navigation. Set all communication and navigation equipment in 

preparation for the flight before departure. Tune (select 115.4 in Nav #1) 

and Identify the BJC VOR by listening for the morse code. If unable to 

receive the morse code on the ground, identify the station once airborne. 

Set the Omni Bearing Selector (OBS) to 001o. 

 

Tune (select 114.2 in Nav #2.) Set the second Omni Bearing Selector 

(OBS) to 221o. Identify GLL once airborne  

 

 



Take-off from KEIK and head north. Thereafter, intercept the 001o 

radial from BJC (V81).  

 

The Course Deviation Indicator needle swings left or right indicating the 

direction to turn to intercept the selected course. When the needle is to 

the left, turn left and when the needle is to the right, turn right, When 

centered, the aircraft is on course. Each dot in the arc under the needle 

represents a 2° deviation from the desired course. When selecting an 

intercept angle, the key factor is the relationship between distance from 

the station, degrees from the course and groundspeed. Angle of intercept 

must be greater than the degrees from course, but should not exceed 90°  

Once established on course proceed northbound keeping the needle 

centered. Identify GLL VOR.  Where BJC 001o radial (V81)  intersects 

the GLL 221o radial (V220) from the station, both the Course Deviation 

Indicator needles on Nav #1 and Nav #2 should be centered signifying 

that you have reached the practice area.  

Upon reaching the practice area, choose an altitude (1500' AGL or 

higher) airspeed ( VA or below), airspace ( Class E or G), area(non-

congested) appropriate for high altitude maneuvers to include: 

 Slow Flight 

 Power-off/Approach to landing - Stall 

 Power-on/Departure - Stall 

 Steep Turns 

Perform clearing turns before every maneuver and determine that the 

area is clear! 

Simulated Emergencies. Safeguard against “real” emergencies (apply carb 

heat when reducing the throttle and increase the mixture in a decent). 

Complete the appropriate checklist and flow. Always ensure that you are 

compliant with FAR 91.119 Minimum safe altitudes. 

 Simulated engine failure  

Choose an altitude (600-1000 AGL), airspeed ( VA or below), airspace 

(Class E or G) area (non-congested) appropriate for ground reference 

maneuvers to include: 

  Turns about a point 

  S-turns 

Perform clearing turns before every maneuver and determine that the 

area is clear! Always have an emergency landing site within gliding 

distance. Determine wind direction and choose a landmark to permit 

entry from the downwind. Divide attention between aircraft control, 

outside references and traffic avoidance 

After practicing maneuvers plan to land at KLMO.  

 



 

Noise abatement procedures 

https://www.longmontcolorado.gov/home/showdocument?id=86 

ARRIVAL Runway  
• Runway 29 is preferred when wind and weather permits  
• Straight-in approaches are discouraged 
• Minimize reverse thrust - use full runway  
• Fly a tight, left, downwind pattern within ½ to ¾ mile from rwy  
• Increase propeller RPM after final approach power setting has been 
set  

PATTERN WORK  
• On takeoff, reduce power and propeller RPM after reaching a safe 
altitude  
• Climb at Best Rate (Vx) or Best Angle (Vy) or a combination thereof 
until at least 700 feet AGL  
• Turn crosswind at 700 feet AGL or higher  
• Fly a tight, left, downwind pattern within ½ to ¾ mile the rwy  
• Increase propeller RPM after final approach power setting has been 
set  
• Intersection takeoffs - limit intersection takeoffs to an absolute 
necessity  
• Stop and Go landings are discouraged  
• Avoid touch and go landings before 8 AM or after 8 PM 

DEPARTURERS  
• Runway 29 is preferred when wind and weather permits  
• Intersection takeoffs are to be avoided  
• On takeoff, reduce power and propeller RPM after reaching a safe 
altitude 
• Climb at Best Rate (Vx) or Best Angle (Vy) or a combination thereof 

until at least 700 feet AGL, thereafter at Cruise Climb speed to 
departure altitude  
• Turn crosswind at 700 feet AGL or above  
• Increase power and propeller RPM when clear of noise sensitive areas 
or above 2000 feet AGL  

COMMUNITY CONCERNS  
Numerous complaints are received annually regarding flight operations 
that occur either over the city or to the west of the airport.  
• Flying in continuous circles over the City or outlying residential areas 
• Flying lower than 1000 ft over the city or outlying residential areas 
 • Performing aerobatic maneuvers over houses  
• Continual touch and go operations after 8 PM  
• Flying low over farm and ranch land where livestock animals are 
herded 

https://www.longmontcolorado.gov/home/showdocument?id=86

